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The ongoing charge is that dementia is being underdiagnosed.
The UK Alzheimer’s Society’s chief said recently, “By next
year, 850 000 people in the UK will have dementia . . . we will
not [stand by while] over 400 000 people living with
[undiagnosed] dementia are left in the dark.”1 And the health
secretary, Jeremy Hunt, has said that “for too long diagnosis
rates have been shockingly low.”2

But what is dementia’s true prevalence? The first Cognitive
Function and Ageing Study predicted that 8.3% of over 65s
would have dementia by 2011. A 2013 follow-up, however,
found an actual prevalence of 6.5%.3 This translates to 670 000
cases in England and Wales, rather than an expected 884 000.
The Alzheimer’s Society does not use this real world evidence,
though. Instead it commissioned a report using Delphi methods
to estimate a prevalence of 7.1%.4 This uses expert views on
existing evidence (including the Cognitive Function and Ageing
Study) and is less reliable than properly powered primary
research.
The society should emphasise the uncertainty in these numbers
when citing them. At a practice with 2000 people older than 65,
a prevalence of 8.3% rather than 6.5% would mean 166 people
with dementia, rather than 130.
Do all of these “missing” diagnoses actually exist? Must all
diagnoses now be instant? What happened to the judicious use
of time as a diagnostic tool? Faster diagnostic tests will simply
mean more false positives.
Might other factors be driving more, and not necessarily better,
diagnosis? The society is “working in partnership” with the
drug company Lilly UK to supply leaflets to the public, titled
Worried About Your Memory?5; together they have also
produced a document called Patient Journey. And Lilly, along
with AstraZeneca, recently announced phase II/III trials of a
new drug for use in “early Alzheimer’s.”
Phil Freeman, spokesman for the Alzheimer’s Society, told The
BMJ that “commitment to people with dementia is our only
interest in this situation” and that the society had “one of the
most robust policies . . . governing financial contributions from
the pharmaceutical industry,” which can make up no more than

5% of total annual income. In 2013, contributions from industry
made up 0.13% of the society’s income, £35 000 of which came
from Lilly and is used to distribute 1.25 million leaflets twice
a year.
In the foreword to Patient Journey, Lilly writes of the need for
“early” diagnosis,6 when a better word might be “timely.”7 This
is not surprising, however, as Lilly says that the “poor uptake
of newmedicines” presents a challenge.8 “The significance and
value of an early and accurate diagnosis for people with
dementia,” the company goes on to say, is “poorly understood”
but “will become increasingly important as new treatments
evolve as a result of scientific innovation.”8

These treatments don’t yet exist—but we seem to be acting as
though they do. Doctors and patients have recently said that
they want to get rid of financial incentives that were brought in
for diagnosing dementia.9 But what of the pressure from
industry, partnering with charities so close to the creation of
policy?
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